The Security of the People proceeds by an Ever Advancing Abolition of Privilege.
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The Republican press of Boston, that is to say, the capitalist press of Boston, the press of the city where the largest body of workers in this country are employed, is crying its eyes out to secure the election of a man who can be counted upon to carry on the work of the administration of the city to the benefit of the working people of the city.

The Socialists in Boston, that is to say, the working class of the city, the working people of the city, are determined to see to it that the people of the city are not worked to death, that the workers of the city are not exploited, that the working people of the city are not degraded.
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Modern bourgeois (capitalist) society, which arose from the ruins of feudalism, has not yet arrived at the stage of socialism.

A Seasonable Song.

Shepherdess ever a vigilant sentry,

When swift a flood of light exposed

A vast angelic train

Surely, and not long, as they

Dimp’d the shepherdess’ stars,

And the holly berries laden

On their emerald ears

To gift “In David’s town to-day,”

Is born a lovely child who is

The Saviour friend of all mankind.

Every system of government necessarily changes the existing relations between employer and labor. If we have to change the economic conditions, and as soon as the feudal conditions of servile labor are no longer suitable, the guilds must be made to hold the same position as the guilds in their particular system.

With the fear of the time, the government had no other way to meet the task, to reorganize the whole system of production. By setting up new factories, new machines, steam power, electricity, etc., the whole machinery of production represents the decisions of the new system of production.

The working class, on the other hand, dreamed of the same class of Interests, the same class of interests. They are the same, and they are bound to meet in this struggle. They are the same things.

Strike at the Ballot Box.

These nine men, when they were in power, were only one of the many who, by force, by the wildness of political intrigue, by the strike of a strike, and by the strike of a strike, were forced to leave this country, and to suffer the same fate as the working class.

The first capitalists, the first laborers, the first men who produced, were driven from their homes, and were forced to sell their labor.

Since 1873, when the first general crisis broke out, the whole industrial and commercial system, the entire production and distribution, and all the smaller industries, were driven into the hands of the working class, and all the small industries, were driven into the hands of the working class.

None But the Thieves.

Winfield P. Oakes, counsel for the Social Democratic party of Massachusetts, has stated that the working class in this city, New York, is through their organizations.

For the working class, the industrial proletariat is only a small part of the industrial and commercial system, and the employers are not interested in the working class.

The first capitalist banks, the first laborers, and the first men who produced, were driven from their homes, and were forced to sell their labor.

To be continued.

Join the Social Democratic Party of America!
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A government that capitalizes on workers' support is a deception.

A man who kills his brother by de
termining the outcome of an elec
tion in his favor is added to the list of self-aggrandizers. The great world is slowly learning.

Capitalists don't care which old party wins in the election. They are filled with the assurance that they can all afford to wear black shoes. But the rich who produce much wealth may have more wealth than we can use, and workingmen who produce much wealth may become losers if they try to use it.
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The man who can make it appear that the tools of production should be owned and controlled by a class who are so few and so weak that they must work to please them instead of getting the satisfaction of working for their own benefit, that the ownership of the tools of production by a small number of people will become the means of their own control over the rest of mankind.
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The man who can make it appear that the tools of production should be owned and controlled by a class who are so few and so weak that they must work to please them instead of getting the satisfaction of working for their own benefit, that the ownership of the tools of production by a small number of people will become the means of their own control over the rest of mankind.

A report comes from New York of a new machine for making radios with a capital of $1,000,000 in its little stock exchange. The purpose of the machine is to save labor and make as much as possible. The authorized capital is $1,000,000 and it is divided into 110,000 shares of $10 each. It will give the trusts another headache.

"No rail at the rich—ain’t your blows at the system. The rich are not satisfied. They have been forced to be uncon
dsafely selfish, to selfish, to selfish, and the divil takes the unconscious. You cannot blame a man if he does, but you can make him do it unless he is satisfied.

Every third in the country who gets his living from somebody who works for him is a skater. And the skater who thinks the laborer should forever be a governing class in the state is the bolshevik; every corporation lawyer who takes a fee to prevent justice being done, and every preacher who preaches for the rich and at the poor, thinks that a great disaster has overtaken Haverhill. But we have more
disasters of that kind incubating just wait us!"

The differences between Type
pros and the old handloom mill tend to accelerate the development of the handloom mill in the world, and in accordance with this fact it has completely revolutionized the old handloom mill factories which Poland is so famous. The inventor's name is Jan Serpenak. Serpenak is now only 26 years old. He has been an apprentice in the neigh
bordhood making handl
road, to the care of a kindly neigh
bore, on the early days of the neighborhood making handlooms, weaving, and cutting the yarn.

He was a poor lad but he had a lot of determination. He took control of a handloom mill and made it work as hard as the old looms could do it.

At length he became successful in selling and making a handloom mill. He used to work with one hand to build a new mill and with the other hand to build a new loom. His work was not only hard but also very good. The mill worked very well.

The neighborhood was called the "Handloom Mill Neighborhood." The work was done by hand. The mill had some difficulties, but Serpenak was determined to succeed. He continued to work and build until he finally succeeded in making a handloom mill for which he was given the title of "Handloom Mill Inventor."
The Whitman Branch held a very enthusiastic meeting at Laster's hall, Dec. 9, and 350 members were present. There were upward of 150 citizens present, representing all shades of political faith, and all seemed very much interested in the meeting. The candidates of the American party expressed themselves as ready to become active in our campaign at the next meeting. The branch had as guests a number of members of other branches of the party, and made short addresses expressing their earnest desire to become active in the party. As the method of conducting a branch meeting was different from usual, the candidates for seats on the American party were introduced in the order of their action, and all those of the visitors spoke well in favor of the Social Democratic party.

The official report in Missouri shows a result so remarkable, viz.: that in the State of Missouri, a Social Democratic party received votes in 112, that we print it in detail in this issue.

Join the Social Democratic Party of America!!!

BRITISH I. L. P. PLATFORM.

The true object of industry being to produce the maximum of goods in the minimum of time with the maximum of enjoyment; this production should rest with the individual, and be regulated by Commerce.
The land, being the storehouse of all the wealth of the nation, should be declared and treated as public property.
The capital necessary for industrial operations should be owned by the State, and the working-man should have the opportunity of taking part in the management of industries.

Work, and wealth, resulting from the labor of the working-man, should be distributed equally over the population.

We demand the enactment of following laws:

1. A maximum eight-hour working day, a six-days working week, a nine-hours day for mechanical workers, with holidays and Sundays as well.

2. A provision of work to all unemployed capable of work; provided the trade conditions and wages should be equal to those of the working-class to which they belong.

3. State pensions for every person over 50 years of age, and gratuitous provisions for all widows, orphans, sick, and disabled workers.

4. Free, secular, primary, secondary and university education, with free maintenance while at school or university.

5. Abolition of the age of child labor, and a view to its ultimate abolition.

6. Municipalization and public ownership of the water, gas, railways, and telephones.

7. Abolition of indirect taxation, so that revenue should be raised from public burdens to unburdened classes with a view to their ultimate abolition.

The Independent Labour Party is the only party that represents the real principle of the new political era, and is in the forefront of the great advance toward the establishment of the system of government.

Social Democratic Party of America.

Organized June 11, 1898.

The Social Democratic party of America declares its object to be to establish the Social Democratic principle of government and international protection.

The Social Democratic party is the only party in America that represents the real principle of the new political era, and is in the forefront of the great advance toward the establishment of the system of government.
Flour, $1.10 a sack
Rye Flour, $1.20 a sack
Irrigated Sugar, 13 pounds for $1.
Coffee, Extra Java, 15 cents a pound
Washing Soda, 2 bags for 10 cents
Salt, 10 pounds for 5 cents
Mascot S ap, 16 bars for 25 cents
H. Gidionson, The Hampshire Store of North Bay, Sack 1500—1555 Smith St.,
. W. R. Timms, No. 1, 12th Street, New York, York City,
Academy of Architecture and Building Art, Industrial and Commercial School,
174 Chatham Avenue, St. Louis, St. Louis,
Instructions given in all branches of Architecture, Art, Graphic Drawing and Business. Complete course in Architectural and Mechanical Drafting, Business Drawing, and Design. Full information—Miss L. A. Montgomery, 112 Broad Street, World's Fair Office. Business Drawing taught thoroughly by specialists. Languages taught for French and College and for obtaining degrees in University with highest marks. Full information—Miss Pease, 807 Market Street, St. Louis. Students may enroll at any time and may study at home. SATURDAY CLASSES in all branches. Full information—Miss Pease, 807 Market Street, St. Louis.

Information, Hall of Commerce, St. Louis, Missouri.

Arbeiter—Zeitung und Volks-Anwalt
Published by the Co-operative Communist Association, No. 7, Interior Building, St. Louis, Missouri.
A German Advocate of the Social Democratic Party, Edited by H. Mayer, German Journalist.

Annual subscription 80 cents.

D. R. H. Davis, DISEASES OF WOMEN.
1025 Park Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 4 o'clock Monday through Saturday.

Wm. Gerhardt & Son, a successful business...


Witt Brothers, Undertakers and Embalmers,
800 and 811 Hickory Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Wanted
A bookkeeper, preferably a young man, with a practical knowledge of bookkeeping, for a position in the office of the Republican. Salary $50 per month. Apply to the Republican office, 1025 West Market Street, St. Louis, Mo.

The Social Democratic Federation of England

The social democratic movement is the foundation of a new political party. It has been established to carry on the work of the Parliamentary Party and the National Democratic Party. It is a political party, not a socialistic organization.

Social Democratic Party of America

Organized June 11, 1896.

The Social Democratic Party of America was formed in 1896 as a result of a split in the Social Democratic Party of England. The party was established to carry on the work of the Parliamentary Party and the National Democratic Party. It is a political party, not a socialistic organization.

Votes for the end.

Puckerbrush, Ohio, Last Saturday.
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The Providence governor is trying to throw his arm around the anarchist campaign started by the Social Democratic Union. In this city a number of Socialists have been arrested and Social Democratic meetings are reported. Nothing would be more pleasant to know than that the arrests of the Socialists in other cities are the cause of a more serious movement to secure another exceptional law against the Social Democratic Friends.

BERLIN, Germany.

For the information of the following verbs are reported: Social Democrat Schnell, of London, 3 weeks ago, said that he had driven Meinhold, of Zwicker, to 15 years imprisonment; a workman was put into the yard for 18 months for a workman for 5 years and for six months imprisonment; a workman was put into the yard for 18 months for a workman for 5 years and for six months imprisonment; a workman was put into the yard for 18 months for a workman for 5 years and for six months imprisonment; a workman was put into the yard for 18 months for a workman for 5 years and for six months imprisonment.

The Social Democratic members of the Reichstag will not protest against the Social Democratic Friends. In their view, the Social Democratic movement is not worth the paper it is written on.

TURIN, Italy.

The agitation in favor of the strike of the Turin workers is gathering momentum. The workers are demanding a raise in wages due to a recent rise in the cost of living. The situation is tense, and there are fears of a potential strike.

VENICE, Italy.

The autonomous regions, which were established in 1921, are under constant threat from the central government. The Venetian autonomous region is one of the most contentious issues in the country, as it seeks greater autonomy and self-governance.

BERLIN, Germany.

The most drastic employer's harrassment is reported in France, in August, and imposes upon the employer the obligation to employ only workers who are not subject to the Social Democratic influence, the courts having pronounced on this subject that, if they be ever to be effective against the Social Democratic Friends, all other measures must be taken.

PARIS, France.

The most drastic employer's harrassment is reported in August, and imposes upon the employer the obligation to employ only workers who are not subject to the Social Democratic influence, the courts having pronounced on this subject that, if they be ever to be effective against the Social Democratic Friends, all other measures must be taken.

TURIN, Italy.

At the International Socialist Congress, the delegation of Italy has not been allowed to address the Congress. The delegation was denied the right to speak, and the Italian Socialists were forced to remain silent.

ENGLAND.

At the session of the National Executive of the British Labour Party, it was decided to ask for the resignation of the past speakers of the Labour Party, including the ex-speakers. The decision was made in response to the recent events in the country.

UNITED STATES.

The American Federation of Labor has called for a national strike against the trusts, which are accused of overcharging the workers. The federation has called for a general strike, and the workers are expected to respond.

NEW YORK, New York.

The National Labor Union has called for a general strike in support of the workers' rights. The union has called for a strike in all industries, and the workers are expected to响应.

LONDON, England.

London "Justice" reports: Last week a number of workers, belonging to the Federation of British Textile Workers, were refused admission to a meeting at the Working Men's Institute. The workers were refused admission because they were members of the Federation of British Textile Workers, which is opposed to thebertism of the Labour Party.

LONDON, England.

The report of the factory for the production of cotton goods in Manchester, which was adopted by the Cotton Workers' Union, is causing considerable excitement among the cotton workers in the north of England. The factory is capable of producing 1,700 tons of cotton goods per week, and the workers are demanding a raise in wages.

HAYANA, India.

Hundreds of persons are dying of starvation in the Calcutta district. The government has appealed to the International Labor Committee for assistance. The committee has agreed to send a relief mission to the district.

HARROD, France.
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HARRINGTON, New York.
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